JOURNAL OF BIOMEDICAL SEMANTICS Jensen et al. Journal of Biomedical Semantics 2013, 4:42 http://www.jbiomedsem.com/content/4/1/42DATABASE Open AccessThe neurological disease ontology Mark Jensen1†, Alexander P Cox1†, Naveed Chaudhry2, Marcus Ng2, Donat Sule2, William Duncan1, Patrick Ray1, Bianca Weinstock-Guttman2, Barry Smith1,2, Alan Ruttenberg3, Kinga Szigeti2 and Alexander D Diehl2*Abstract Background: We are developing the Neurological Disease Ontology (ND) to provide a framework to enable representation of aspects of neurological diseases that are relevant to their treatment and study. ND is a representational tool that addresses the need for unambiguous annotation, storage, and retrieval of data associated with the treatment and study of neurological diseases. ND is being developed in compliance with the Open Biomedical Ontology Foundry principles and builds upon the paradigm established by the Ontology for General Medical Science (OGMS) for the representation of entities in the domain of disease and medical practice. Initial applications of ND will include the annotation and analysis of large data sets and patient records for Alzheimer's disease, multiple sclerosis, and stroke. Description: ND is implemented in OWL 2 and currently has more than 450 terms that refer to and describe various aspects of neurological diseases. ND directly imports the development version of OGMS, which uses BFO 2. Term development in ND has primarily extended the OGMS terms 'disease', 'diagnosis', 'disease course', and 'disorder'. We have imported and utilize over 700 classes from related ontology efforts including the Foundational Model of Anatomy, Ontology for Biomedical Investigations, and Protein Ontology. ND terms are annotated with ontology metadata such as a label (term name), term editors, textual definition, definition source, curation status, and alternative terms (synonyms). Many terms have logical definitions in addition to these annotations. Current development has focused on the establishment of the upper-level structure of the ND hierarchy, as well as on the representation of Alzheimer's disease, multiple sclerosis, and stroke. The ontology is available as a version-controlled file at http://code.google.com/p/neurological-disease-ontology along with a discussion list and an issue tracker. Conclusion: ND seeks to provide a formal foundation for the representation of clinical and research data pertaining to neurological diseases. ND will enable its users to connect data in a robust way with related data that is annotated using other terminologies and ontologies in the biomedical domain.Background Neurology is concerned with diseases related to the functioning of the nervous system. These diseases may present acutely or chronically, have transient or progressive courses, and affect a variety of anatomical regions and cell types. They are realized through diverse mechanisms, including cell-autonomous disorders, unregulated protein aggregation, autoimmune conditions, or vascular pathology [1,2]. There are a variety of ways to classify neurological diseases, such as by symptomology or pathology. Several classificatory systems and terminologies are currently available, such as* Correspondence: addiehl@buffalo.edu †Equal contributors 2Department of Neurology, University at Buffalo School of Medicine and Biomedical Sciences, 701 Ellicott Street, Buffalo, NY 14203, USA Full list of author information is available at the end of the article © 2013 Jensen et al.; licensee BioMed Central Commons Attribution License (http://creativec reproduction in any medium, provided the orNIFSTD, ICD-10, SNOMED CT, MeSH, and the Disease Ontology [3-7]. Although some of these classificatory systems and terminologies are widely used for purposes such as billing and medical messaging, they do not satisfy current best practices in ontology development and do not provide the level of detail needed for precise annotation of and reasoning over data. Definitions for terms in medical terminologies are often ambiguous or vague, and often the meanings of such terms are defined for use only in one particular domain. Clinical or research data is thus rarely encoded in a way that will allow the linking of various types of data together in a coherent fashion that will also support computation. Yet, computer-aided reasoning has become increasingly important to medical research due, in part, to the vast amount of data being generated [8]. This means that it isLtd. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the Creative ommons.org/licenses/by/2.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and iginal work is properly cited. Jensen et al. Journal of Biomedical Semantics 2013, 4:42 Page 2 of 10 http://www.jbiomedsem.com/content/4/1/42more important than ever for data to be annotated in a clear and unambiguous manner in order to facilitate integration across diverse sources and thereby maximize the benefit of scientific investigation. The Open Biomedical Ontology (OBO) Foundry promotes the development of consistent formal ontologies based on a common upperlevel reference ontology to address this need [9]. The success of the Gene Ontology has shown how a controlled and properly curated ontology can benefit and extend research in medicine [10]. The Neurological Disease Ontology (ND) is being developed as an extension of the Ontology for General Medical Science (OGMS). OGMS represents entities in the domain of medicine and disease and addresses the need to integrate biomedical data [11,12]. The OGMS framework consists of approximately 100 terms that describe fundamental aspects of medicine, such as 'disorder', 'diagnosis', 'disease course', 'clinical encounter' and 'syndrome'. OGMS utilizes a template for generating unambiguous textual and formal logical definitions for terms in an effort to promote the integration of scientific data. ND seeks to produce definitions in a similar manner within the domain of neurological disease. We are developing the Neurological Disease Ontology to provide a framework for the representation of key aspects of neurological disease. ND is compliant with OBO Foundry principles and builds upon the paradigm established by OGMS. ND is an ongoing collaborative project that aims to establish a formal structure to enable precise representation of a variety of neurological diseases and disorders. Our ultimate goal is to accurately represent for each disease its molecular, genetic and environmental origins, the processes involved in its etiology and course of progression, as well as its clinical presentation and phenotypes, including associated signs, symptoms, syndromes, diagnostic criteria, treatment, and testing methods. ND has three initial areas of focus: 1. Alzheimer's disease and diseases resulting in dementia 2. multiple sclerosis and demyelinating diseases 3. stroke and cerebrovascular events Construction and content Development of ND ND is being developed using both a top-down and bottom-up approach to term creation. We use the topdown approach to create high-level classes in ND by analyzing the types of neurological diseases presented in clinical literature and determining how to classify them within the ontology. This approach involves determining what additional core entities should be part of the ND framework in order to allow for a more complete representation of the domain, including relationships betweenupper-level classes. NIF_Dysfunction was used as starting point for developing the class hierarchy for 'neurological disease' in ND [13]. The bottom-up approach involves reviewing primary research articles, review articles, texts and other sources to inform the development of ND. Domain experts and clinical collaborators provide constructive feedback and guide decision making on controversial material. We examine samples of available data sources, such as forms for recording clinical history, functional assessments, and diagnostic charts, to let the data inform term creation and refinement. This approach has provided the majority of classes and definitions in ND. The ontology currently contains approximately 450 ND classes. Primary work has been done under the OGMS classes 'disease', 'diagnosis', 'disease course', and 'disorder'. Figure 1 shows a subset of classes illustrating a portion of the asserted is_a hierarchy between ND, OGMS, and the Basic Formal Ontology (BFO) [14]. In particular, we have built a large hierarchy of subclasses of 'neurological disease' as illustrated in Figure 2. The 182 subclasses of 'neurological disease' are further subdivided into additional classifications such as 'neurodegenerative disease', 'demyelinating disease', and 'autoimmune neurological disease'. We assert a single inheritance hierarchy of disease and capture the complexity of many neurological diseases through the use of logical definitions that capture additional disease characteristics as ontological differentia (see below). We have also imported over 700 classes from external ontologies, such as the Protein Ontology (PR), Foundational Model of Anatomy (FMA), and Ontology for Biomedical Investigations (OBI) [15-17]. ND terms are annotated with ontology metadata such as a label (term name), term editors, definition, definition source, curation status, and alternative terms (synonyms). Currently there are over 300 external references to other ontologies and vocabularies. Figure 3 shows a sample of the annotations for a term in ND. We attempt to provide both textual and logical definitions for every class. A logical definition provides a set of formal axioms specifying the connections between related ontology classes, enabling formal reasoning using the ontology. These are essential in order to provide meaningful results when performing analysis on data annotated using ND. Currently, approximately 50% of the classes in ND have logical definitions. Textual definitions attempt to capture the logical definitions using natural language and provide additional clarification when needed. Editor notes are used to offer alternative definitions, indicate gaps in current knowledge, or provide further elucidation beyond that of the textual definition. We adhere to the principle of ontological realism in developing ND [18]. Wherever possible, terms in ND refer to universal types. Some ND terms, such as 'vascular disease resulting in dementia', have been created for Figure 1 Graphical overview of high level terms in ND. A subset of classes in ND, showing the is_a relationships between BFO (in black), OGMS (in blue) and ND (in purple). Jensen et al. Journal of Biomedical Semantics 2013, 4:42 Page 3 of 10 http://www.jbiomedsem.com/content/4/1/42organizational purposes and are identified as such in their annotations. ND is being developed using Protégé 4.x and implemented in OWL 2 [19,20]. The development versions of OGMS (http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/ogms/dev/ogms. owl) and BFO 2 (http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/bfo.owl) provide the upper-level classes and relations for ND [21]. ND imports classes from other ontologies following the MIREOT standard using OntoFox [22]. All relationships discussed are type-type relationships of the form "X RELATION some Y", such that for every instance x of the type X, x necessarily must stand in relation to some instance y of the type Y. ND as an extension of OGMS In addition to classifying, naming, and defining diseases, development of ND requires representation of entitiesrelated to diseases, such as the disease course and symptomology. ND is being developed as an extension of OGMS, which provides essential high-level terms including 'disease', 'disorder', and 'disease course'. OGMS defines 'disease' as a disposition of an organism to undergo pathological processes that exists because of one or more disorders of that organism (OGMS_0000031). A disposition is a realizable entity that inheres in a material entity and will manifest particular behaviors given certain operative conditions. Thus, diseases are propensities for certain pathological processes to occur as a result of a material disorder in an organism. Figure 2 shows the class hierarchy for ND 'neurological disease', which is a subclass of OGMS 'disease'. In general, we create textual definitions for terms based on the Aristotelian format according to which each class is defined as a member of its parent class plus Figure 2 Classification of neurological diseases. Screen shot from Protégé showing neurological disease hierarchy. Jensen et al. Journal of Biomedical Semantics 2013, 4:42 Page 4 of 10 http://www.jbiomedsem.com/content/4/1/42a differentiating criterion. The following definitions of core ND terms exemplify this approach: 'neurological disease' is "A disease that has material basis in a neurological disorder and, when realized, the resultant pathological processes affect functioning of the nervous system" (ND_0000001); 'demyelinating disease' is "A neurological disease that is characterized by loss or dysfunction of myelin in the central or peripheral nervous system" (ND_0000024); 'neurodegenerative disease' is "A neurological disease that is characterized by atrophy or death of neurons or related structures progressively affecting thefunctioning of the nervous system" (ND_0000113); 'neurological disorder' is "A disorder that is the material basis of a neurological disease" (ND_0005501). OGMS represents the manifestation of a disease as a complex set of interrelated entities using multiple ontological classes. One area of development in ND has been the extension of OGMS 'disease course', which is defined as "the totality of all processes through which a given disease instance is realized" (OGMS_0000063). In developing ND, parts of certain disease course types are specified and defined. For example, an instance of 'amyloidopathy disease course' is the realization of an instance of 'amyloidopathy disease'. Thus, the definition of ND 'amyloidopathy disease course' (ND_0006031) includes the pathological process 'amyloid beta protein aggregation'. The formal definition for 'amyloidopathy disease course' contains this necessary condition: 'amyloidopathy disease course' has_occurrent_part some 'amyloid beta protein aggregation' To connect this class to other classes in the ontology additional conditions are asserted: 'amyloidopathy disease course' realizes some 'amyloidopathy' 'amyloidopathy disease course' has_participant_at_all_times some ('extended organism' and bearer_of_at_all_times' some 'amyloidopathy') For example, any process that instantiates 'Alzheimers disease course', a subtype of 'amyloidopathy disease course', is automatically related to an instance of 'Alzheimers disease', the organism participating in this process, and the material basis. Figure 4 illustrates and elaborates on these connections. ND distinguishes syndromes from the diseases that produce them. OGMS defines 'syndrome' as "A pattern of signs and symptoms that typically co-occur" (OGMS_0000086). Syndromes, as we interpret them according to a commonly held view, share observable clinical presentations – features that are often recognizable as being related and predictive. Yet syndromes do not always have common underlying causes and more than one disease type may result in instances of the same syndrome. For example, we classify dementia as a syndrome and not a disease. ND 'dementia' is a subtype of ND 'mild cognitive impairment' and is defined as "The co-occurrence of cognitive deficits in at least two domains [memory, visual spatial, attention, orientation, executive function, functional] resulting in a decline of previous functioning" (ND_0003000). Dementia can result from numerous diseases including Alzheimer's, Parkinson's, and Lewy body disease. Figure 3 Annotations of ND terms. Screen shot from Protégé showing annotations for the ND class 'leukodystrophy'. Jensen et al. Journal of Biomedical Semantics 2013, 4:42 Page 5 of 10 http://www.jbiomedsem.com/content/4/1/42A syndrome is a BFO 'quality' and as such must be borne by a material entity, e.g., an organism. The organism is also the bearer of the disease that gives rise to the pathological processes that produce signs and symptoms, some of which constitute the syndrome. A complex set of axioms is required to relate a disease to a syndrome that results from the disease. ND introduces and defines 'results in' as a shortcut relation [23,24] toFigure 4 Ontological representation of amyloidpathy and Alzheimer'scapture the disease-to-syndrome link. ND 'results in' has domain 'disease' and range 'syndrome' and is defined as: 'disease' D results_in 'syndrome' S = def D is_realized_by 'disease course' C and C has_specific_dependent_at_some_time S and C has_participant 'organism' O and O is_bearer_of (D and S)disease. Solid black arrows indicate is_a relationship. Jensen et al. Journal of Biomedical Semantics 2013, 4:42 Page 6 of 10 http://www.jbiomedsem.com/content/4/1/42Support for inferential reasoning in ND The use of consistent logical definitions allows additional hierarchies and relationships between terms to be inferred via automated reasoning. In developing ND, we chose to construct the asserted disease hierarchy according to the primary mechanism for each disease. This reflects our understanding of diseases and their various axes of differentiation based on current methods in medicine, such as advanced imaging techniques and genetic research. Alternatively, the asserted hierarchy could have been developed based on criteria such as the source of the disease (e.g. genetic vs. acquired diseases), the affected physiological region(s) (e.g. according to brain regions or central vs. peripheral parts of the nervous system), or the resulting symptomology. Many diseases also have idiopathic or secondary mechanisms, such as infections or environmental exposures that may precede certain cases of multiple sclerosis [25]. Since we do not allow for multiple inheritance in the construction of the ontology, we encode secondary differentia via carefully defined axioms, so that with the assistance of logical reasoners, we may query for information about, for example, diseases that have a material basis in the spinal cord or diseases that have infections associated with their etiology. ND 'Alzheimers disease' is "An amyloidopathy where cognitive deficits [memory, visual spatial, attention, orientation, executive function, functional] occur that represent a decline from previous levels of functioning resulting in dementia caused by neurodegeneration as a result of deposition of amyloid plaques and neurofibrillary tangles inA B Figure 5 Asserted vs. inferred hierarchy for Alzheimer's disease. (A) a 'Alzheimers disease' where the is_a links to 'tauopathy' and 'disease resultinthe medial temporal lobes" (ND_0000152). 'Alzheimers disease' is thus considered to be a type of 'amyloidopathy'. This reflects the most current theories about the underlying disorder for Alzheimer's disease (AD). AD is a member of a family of diseases that result from the unregulated accumulation of amyloid protein. However, a significant part of the material basis of AD is also neurofibrillary tangles; also called tau tangles [26,27]. It shares this in common with other tauopathies. To obtain the inferred relationship of 'Alzheimers disease' also being a kind of 'tauopathy', the logical specification for 'Alzheimers disease' has the necessary condition: 'Alzheimers disease' (has_material_basis_at_all_times some 'amyloid beta plaque') and (has_material_basis_at_all_times some 'neurofibrillary tangle') All tauopathies have material basis in some neurofibrillary tangles and when a reasoner is run on the ontology, ND 'Alzheimers disease', along with any disease class that has an asserted material basis of neurofibrillary tangles, will be inferred to be a 'tauopathy' in addition to its asserted parent. Figure 5 shows the asserted vs. inferred hierarchy for ND 'Alzheimers disease'. Other examples of alternate ways of classifying diseases through inference are ND 'central nervous system disease' or ND 'disease resulting in dementia'. No disease types are asserted to be children of these classes; rather, these classes are used for reasoning purposes. They are organizational terms that provide another way of classifying diseases andsserted hierarchy for 'Alzheimers disease' and (B) inferred hierarchy for g in dementia' are inferred. Jensen et al. Journal of Biomedical Semantics 2013, 4:42 Page 7 of 10 http://www.jbiomedsem.com/content/4/1/42related entities. As discussed below, adding terms such as these to the ontology will aid in developing queries and allow novel questions to be asked using the ontology for our use cases. Utility and discussion ND is developed as a collaborative project, both for clinical applicability and for coordination and unification of a variety of biomedical ontologies for research purposes. Many disease ontologies exist that offer unique representations of a single disease or family of diseases. This has produced overlapping representations. For example, some neurological diseases are also infectious diseases. By adhering to the OGMS framework, ND is consistent with and is developed collaboratively with other ontologies using OGMS. These include the Infectious Disease Ontology (IDO), Mental Functioning (MF) and Mental Disease (MD) Ontologies, Adverse Event Reporting Ontology (AERO), and Ontology of Medically Related Social Entities (OMRSE) [28-31]. For example, we have proposed that our relation 'results in' – used to connect a disease to a syndrome – be added to OGMS so that it is readily available for use by other OGMScompliant disease ontology efforts. In addition to consistently classifying neurological diseases according to their primary disease mechanism and then identifying the relevant associated entities following the OGMS model, we have sought to define the relationships that hold between these entities using formal logical definitions for each class in ND. This will facilitate integration of data resources and provide accurate annotation and advanced querying capabilities across data from a variety of domains within the general field of neurology. This includes, for example, relating genomic data to patient reported outcomes and cognitive testing in the treatment and study of multiple sclerosis or Alzheimer's disease, as well as providing the proper formal framework to allow for logical reasoning. Reasoning with datasets through the use of logical relations is a capability that other ontologies in the domain of neurological disease have not fully explored. Other efforts exist that have used ontologies to annotate and query over datasets, such as the Sleep Domain Ontology and Epilepsy and Seizure Ontology [32,33]. However, these ontologies focus on entities that are specific to their respective domains rather than on neurological diseases in general. Although these ontologies have proven valuable for their specific use cases, they differ from our goal to develop a domain-encompassing ontology for neurological diseases that utilizes relations between the disease classes and related classes to maximize the potential reasoning power. ND is being built to provide both an accurate description of neurological diseases as well as to serve clinical and research purposes through annotation and reasoning. A keydevelopmental goal is to create a more thorough representation of neurological diseases than can be expressed using only an is_a hierarchy. This is one way in which we build upon prior efforts in this area, such as NIF_Dysfunction [3]. A key decision during the initial phase of development regarded the extent to which the NIF_Dysfucntion hierarchy should be maintained or altered in ND. While we believe it is important to utilize existing work as much as possible, we chose to not directly import NIF_Dysfunction for several reasons. Generally we found the NIF_Dysfunction hierarchy in need of further curation. More specifically, there were several inconsistencies in the hierarchy that made direct use problematic – especially given our commitment to develop a comprehensive OGMS-based picture of neurological disease. Distinctions between upper-level classes in NIF_Dysfunction are made based on disease mechanism, while lower-level distinctions are made based on symptomology [34]. Ambiguous uses of the terms 'disease', 'syndrome', and 'disorder' exist throughout NIF_Dysfunction. For example, the term 'Cerebrovascular Disorder' is a subclass of 'Nervous system disease', but the children of 'Cerebrovascular Disorder', such as 'Brain Ischemia' and 'Cerebral Hemorrhage', are not diseases. There is also a term for 'Nervous System Trauma' under 'disease'. A clear distinction needs to be made between physical abnormalities and injuries versus diseases. Also, many disease types in NIF_Dysfunction are better understood as symptoms or signs, like 'paralysis', 'paresis', and all of the subtypes under 'dyskinesia'. We have held preliminary discussion with NIF_Dysfunction developers to determine whether they would alter their hierarchy to match ours or develop bridging axioms to connect the two ontologies. The goal is not to replace, but rather to connect to and integrate various disease ontologies such as NIF_Dysfunction and the Disease Ontology (DO), as well as related ontologies such as the Phenotypic Quality Ontology (PATO) [35,36]. These ontologies all use BFO for their upper level terms and adhere to OBO Foundry principles, yet offer differing classifications of diseases and related entities. In addition to providing the framework for clear annotation and reasoning over data, the approach for representing disease we adapt from OGMS resolves a great deal of ambiguity. For example, terms in different vocabularies often describe unique disease types for entities that are better understood as a stage or part of a disease course. A common error made by multiple sclerosis (MS) terminologies is to assert the existence of unique disease types for the clinical variants of MS: relapsing remitting multiple sclerosis (RRMS), secondary progressive multiple sclerosis (SPMS), and primary progressive multiple sclerosis (PPMS). Research into this domain strongly suggests that these variants are distinct Jensen et al. Journal of Biomedical Semantics 2013, 4:42 Page 8 of 10 http://www.jbiomedsem.com/content/4/1/42phases in the realization of MS and are not themselves unique types of disease [37,38]. These variants are distinguished by their unique patterns of episodes of worsening neurological functioning both in terms of duration and intensity, which can be charted over time. Disability due to MS is measured according to the Kurtze Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS), which produces an identifiable and unique pattern of neurological disability. For example, RRMS is a part of the relapsing multiple sclerosis disease course that is specified by a particular relapsing-remitting pattern of neurological disability, which can be specified in a formal manner. When a clinical variant of MS is referred to in a dataset, say, as an instance of a diagnosis of RRMS, we annotate it in ND by generating an instance of 'diagnosis of relapsing remitting multiple sclerosis', which is about an organism that bears the disease relapsing multiple sclerosis and participates in a relapsing multiple sclerosis disease course. Figure 6 illustrates this by showing the relationships that exist between instances of classes in the ontology whenever an instance of 'diagnosis of relapsing remitting multiple sclerosis' is created. Ongoing applications of ND ND is being built with an eye toward the annotation of data in the pursuit and support of novel research. In support of one use case, we recently received a grant from the National Multiple Sclerosis Society to investigate the relationship between patient-reported outcomes and clinical findings for MS as reported in the New York State Multiple Sclerosis Consortium patient registry, which has been collecting MS patient data for nearly two decades [39]. We will be adding additional terms to ND to support this application and then use terms fromFigure 6 Ontological representation of diagnosis of relapsing remittin indicating is_a relationships, all other relationships shown are between inst are asserted for the diagnosis class only, not universal truths about any entND to annotate de-identified patient records. Using our corpus of annotated records, we will be able to query for specific subsets of patient records based on criteria such as the type of MS disease course or type of treatment. We will then look for unexpected co-annotated terms, particularly with respect to treatments and clinical outcomes. For instance, we will look for unexpected outcomes in certain subsets of patients given particular treatments or syndromes associated with disease courses that share certain pathological processes. We are also collaborating with our clinical partners at the University at Buffalo to develop terms in ND in support of patient registries for Alzheimer's disease and stroke victims. This work has led to the development of a corollary project to ND, the Neuropsychological Testing Ontology (NPT) [40]. NPT is an extension of the Ontology for Biomedical Investigations (OBI) [17] that represents the kinds of neuropsychological tests used in assessing cognitive functioning in patients with a variety of diseases, injuries and conditions. One area of future development in ND is within the diagnosis branch of the ontology. Since neuropsychological tests are used in diagnostic processes in neurology, there is need to link the two ontologies, ND and NPT, in order to connect clinical findings, such as testing results, to diagnostic criteria for neurological diseases. Conclusions The Neurological Disease Ontology is being generated and curated according to best practices in ontology development. We are adhering to fundamental principles of reuse and collaboration to maximize data integration. We are providing a set of reference terms applicable to any neurological disease as well as developing specificg multiple sclerosis. With the exception of the solid black lines ances of classes in the ontology. Red dashed lines indicate axioms that ity other than the diagnosis. Jensen et al. Journal of Biomedical Semantics 2013, 4:42 Page 9 of 10 http://www.jbiomedsem.com/content/4/1/42extensions for AD and MS. These extensions provide templates for others interested in building additional extensions of ND. ND is an important first step toward achieving the goal of linking the material basis of neurological diseases to their symptomatology as manifested in particular patients using a consistent, controlled, and unambiguous reference ontology. ND provides an excellent foundation to represent clinical and research data, and formally connects it with related data from other domain terminologies and ontologies across the spectrum of biomedical informatics. ND is under active development. As we continue to work on the ontology, we expect to make many additions as well as needed revisions in order to better represent the domain. Further work in ND will involve continued development of the representation of material bases, treatments, phenotypes, and associated syndromes of neurological diseases as well as exploration of the links between diagnoses, diagnostic guidelines, and clinical findings. We welcome collaborators interested in developing disease-specific extensions or in using ND for annotation and reasoning purposes. Availability and requirements ND is freely available under the New BSD License (Code) and the Creative Commons 3.0 BY License (Content) at the following URL: http://neurological-disease-ontology.googlecode.com/ svn/trunk/src/ontology/ND.owl Competing interests The authors declare that they have no competing interests. Authors' contributions All authors contributed to research and development of the ontology. APC and MJ are the primary curators of the ontology. ADD manages the project. NC and MN did preliminary research on stroke and cerebrovascular disease and DS incorporated this information into the ontology. WD and AR provided helpful technical support and creative feedback. KS and BWG are clinical collaborators. MJ drafted the manuscript with contributions from ADD, APC, PR and BS. All authors read and approved the manuscript. Author details 1Department of Philosophy, University at Buffalo, 135 Park Hall, Buffalo, NY 14260, USA. 2Department of Neurology, University at Buffalo School of Medicine and Biomedical Sciences, 701 Ellicott Street, Buffalo, NY 14203, USA. 3Department of Oral Diagnostic Sciences, University at Buffalo School of Dental Medicine, 355 Squire Hall, Buffalo, NY 14214, USA. Received: 22 June 2013 Accepted: 29 November 2013 Published: 6 December 2013 References 1. Merritt HH, Rowland LP: Merritt's Neurology. 10th edition. Philadelphia: Lippincott Williams & Wilkins; 2000. 2. Ropper AH, Adams RD, Victor M, Brown RH, Victor M: Adams and Victor's Principles of Neurology. 8th edition. New York: McGraw-Hill Medical Pub. Division; 2005. 3. Bug WJ, Ascoli GA, Grethe JS, Gupta A, Fennema-Notestine C, Laird AR, Larson SD, Rubin D, Shepherd GM, Turner JA, Martone ME: The NIFSTD and BIRNLex vocabularies: building comprehensive ontologies for neuroscience. Neuroinformatics 2008, 6:175–194.4. Cornet R, de Keizer N: Forty years of SNOMED: a literature review. BMC Med Inform Decis Mak 2008, 8(Suppl 1):S2. 5. Medical Subject Headings (MeSH. http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/mesh. 6. International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems 10th Revision (ICD-10). http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en. 7. Schriml LM, Arze C, Nadendla S, Chang YW, Mazaitis M, Felix V, Feng G, Kibbe WA: Disease Ontology: a backbone for disease semantic integration. Nucleic Acids Res 2012, 40:D940–D946. 8. Bodenreider O: Biomedical ontologies in action: role in knowledge management, data integration and decision support. IMIA Yearbook 2008, 3:67–79. 9. Smith B, Ashburner M, Rosse C, Bard J, Bug W, Ceusters W, Goldberg LJ, Eilbeck K, Ireland A, Mungall CJ, et al: The OBO Foundry: coordinated evolution of ontologies to support biomedical data integration. Nat Biotechnol 2007, 25:1251–1255. 10. Ashburner M, Ball CA, Blake JA, Botstein D, Butler H, Cherry JM, Davis AP, Dolinski K, Dwight SS, Eppig JT, et al: Gene ontology: tool for the unification of biology. The Gene Ontology Consortium. Nat Genet 2000, 25:25–29. 11. Scheuermann RH, Ceusters W, Smith B: Toward an ontological treatment of disease and diagnosis. Summit on Translat Bioinforma 2009, 2009:116–120. 12. OGMS Google Code Page. [http://code.google.com/p/ogms] 13. NIFSTD Ontology. [http://purl.org/nif/ontology/Dysfunction/ NIF-Dysfunction.owl] 14. Grenon P: BFO in a Nutshell: A Bi-categorial Axiomatization of BFO and Comparison with DOLCE. Leipzig: Institute for Formal Ontology and Medical Information Science (IFOMIS) at the Faculty of Medicine of the University of Leipzig; 2003. 15. Rosse C, Mejino JL Jr: A reference ontology for biomedical informatics: the Foundational Model of Anatomy. J Biomed Inform 2003, 36:478–500. 16. Natale DA, Arighi CN, Barker WC, Blake JA, Bult CJ, Caudy M, Drabkin HJ, D'Eustachio P, Evsikov AV, Huang H, et al: The Protein Ontology: a structured representation of protein forms and complexes. Nucleic Acids Res 2011, 39:D539–D545. 17. Brinkman RR, Courtot M, Derom D, Fostel JM, He Y, Lord P, Malone J, Parkinson H, Peters B, Rocca-Serra P, et al: Modeling biomedical experimental processes with OBI. J Biomed Semant 2010, 1(Suppl 1):S7. 18. Smith B, Ceusters W: Ontological realism: a methodology for coordinated evolution of scientific ontologies. Appl Ontol 2010, 5:139–188. 19. Noy N, Tudorache T, Nyulas C, Musen M: The ontology life cycle: integrated tools for editing, publishing, peer review, and evolution of ontologies. AMIA Ann Symp Proc 2010, 2010:552–556. 20. Hitzler P, Parsia B: OWL 2 Web Ontology Language Primer. 2009. 21. BFO 2.0: Basic Formal Ontology 2.0 Reference. [http://purl.obolibrary.org/ obo/bfo/Reference] 22. Xiang Z, Courtot M, Brinkman RR, Ruttenberg A, He Y: OntoFox: web-based support for ontology reuse. BMC Res Notes 2010, 3:175. 23. Mungall C, Ruttenberg A, Osumi-Sutherland D: Taking shortcuts with OWL using safe macros. Nat Prec 2010, doi.org/10.1038/npre.2011.5292.2. 24. Meehan TF, Masci AM, Abdulla A, Cowell LG, Blake JA, Mungall CJ, Diehl AD: Logical development of the cell ontology. BMC Bioinformatics 2011, 12:6. 25. Contini C, Seraceni S, Cultrera R, Castellazzi M, Granieri E, Fainardi E: Chlamydophila pneumoniae infection and its role in neurological disorders. Interdiscip Perspect Infect Dis 2010, 2010:273573. 26. Crimins JL, Pooler A, Polydoro M, Luebke JI, Spires-Jones TL: The intersection of amyloid beta and tau in glutamatergic synaptic dysfunction and collapse in Alzheimer's disease. Ageing Res Rev 2013, 12:757–763. 27. Hardy J, Duff K, Hardy KG, Perez-Tur J, Hutton M: Genetic dissection of Alzheimer's disease and related dementias: amyloid and its relationship to tau. Nat Neurosci 1998, 1:355–358. 28. Courtot M, Brinkman RR, Ruttenberg A: Reporting adverse events: basis for a common representation. In Proceedings of the 2nd International Conference on Biomedical Ontology (ICBO-2011), Buffalo, NY, USA, July, 26-30, 2011. Edited by CEUR Workshop Proceedings, http://CEUR-WS.org/Vol-833/paper60.pdf. 29. Cowell LG, Smith B: Infectious disease ontology. In Infectious Disease Informatics. Edited by Sintchenko V. New York: Springer; 2010:373–395. 30. Hastings J, Smith B, Ceusters W, Jensen M, Mulligan K: Representing mental functioning: ontologies for mental health and disease. In ICBO 2012: 3rd International Conference on Biomedical Ontology. Edited by Graz, Austria: University of Graz; 2012. Jensen et al. Journal of Biomedical Semantics 2013, 4:42 Page 10 of 10 http://www.jbiomedsem.com/content/4/1/4231. Hogan WR, Garimalla S, Tariq SA: Representing the reality underlying demographic data. In Proceedings of the 2nd International Conference on Biomedical Ontology (ICBO-2011), Buffalo, NY, USA, July, 26-30, 2011. Edited by CEUR Workshop Proceedings, http://CEUR-WS.org/Vol-833/paper20.pdf. 32. Ochs C, He Z, Perl Y, Arabandi S, Halper M, Geller J: Choosing the granularity of abstraction networks for orientation and quality assurance of the sleep domain ontology. In Proceedings of the 4th International Conference on Biomedical Ontology 2013, Montreal, Canada, July 7-12, 2013. CEUR Workshop Proceedings; 2013. http://CEUR-WS.org/Vol-1060/ icbo2013_submission_23.pdf. 33. Sahoo SS, Zhang GQ, Lhatoo SD: Epilepsy informatics and an ontology-driven infrastructure for large database research and patient care in epilepsy. Epilepsia 2013, 54:1335–1341. 34. Imam FT, Larson SD, Bandrowski A, Grethe JS, Gupta A, Martone ME: Development and use of ontologies inside the neuroscience information framework: a practical approach. Front Genet 2012, 3:111. 35. Mabee PM, Ashburner M, Cronk Q, Gkoutos GV, Haendel M, Segerdell E, Mungall C, Westerfield M: Phenotype ontologies: the bridge between genomics and evolution. Trends Ecol Evol 2007, 22:345–350. 36. Osborne JD, Flatow J, Holko M, Lin SM, Kibbe WA, Zhu LJ, Danila MI, Feng G, Chisholm RL: Annotating the human genome with disease ontology. BMC Genomics 2009, 10(Suppl 1):S6. 37. Barnett MH, Parratt JD, Pollard JD, Prineas JW: MS: is it one disease? Int MS J 2009, 16:57–65. 38. Cree BA: Diagnosis and differential diagnosis of multiple sclerosis. Continuum 2010, 16:19–36. 39. Jacobs LD, Wende KE, Brownscheidle CM, Apatoff B, Coyle PK, Goodman A, Gottesman MH, Granger CV, Greenberg SJ, Herbert J, et al: A profile of multiple sclerosis: the New York State Multiple Sclerosis Consortium. Mult Scler 1999, 5:369–376. 40. Cox AP, Jensen M, Ruttenberg A, Szigeti K, Diehl AD: Measuring cognitive functions: hurdles in the development of the neuropsychological testing ontology. In Proceedings of the 4th International Conference on Biomedical Ontology 2013, Montreal, Canada, July 7-12, 2013. Edited by CEUR Workshop Proceedings, http://CEUR-WS.org/Vol-1060/icbo2013_submission_46.pdf. doi:10.1186/2041-1480-4-42 Cite this article as: Jensen et al.: The neurological disease ontology. Journal of Biomedical Semantics 2013 4:42.Submit your next manuscript to BioMed Central and take full advantage of: • Convenient online submission • Thorough peer review • No space constraints or color figure charges • Immediate publication on acceptance • Inclusion in PubMed, CAS, Scopus and Google Scholar • Research which is freely available for redistribution Submit your manuscript at www.biomedcentral.com/submit